Throughout, the terminology is that of [51 . A class X of groups is said to be subjunctive if it is S n and N o -closed, that is if subnormal subgroups of X-groups and groups generated by finitely many normal X-subgroups are in X . These classes were introduced in [61 for the study of the subnormal structure of a group and have also been considered under the point of view of the dualization of Gaschütz's formation theory of finite soluble groups ([11,[31) . In the present paper we shall deal with a classification of subjunctive classes in two disjoint types, as the following result shows Theorem A subjunctive class either only contains perfect groups having no non-trivial cyclic subnormal subgroups or contains every finite p-group, for some prime p .
Throughout, the terminology is that of [51 . A class X of groups is said to be subjunctive if it is S n and N o -closed, that is if subnormal subgroups of X-groups and groups generated by finitely many normal X-subgroups are in X . These classes were introduced in [61 for the study of the subnormal structure of a group and have also been considered under the point of view of the dualization of Gaschütz's formation theory of finite soluble groups ( [11,[31) . In the present paper we shall deal with a classification of subjunctive classes in two disjoint types, as the following result shows Theorem A subjunctive class either only contains perfect groups having no non-trivial cyclic subnormal subgroups or contains every finite p-group, for some prime p .
Its proof needs an auxiliary result which we state in a more general form because of its own interest . We recall that an N,-group is a group in which every subgroup is subnormal ; this class is not D o -closed and In contrast with (ii) we have already seen that there are subjunctive classes of U-groups consisting of torsion-free groups . We also remark that (iii) can be applied to varieties of groups ; since a variety is H-closed then it is never P-closed, except for trivial cases . However there exist proper and non-trivial P-closed quasivarieties of groups .
Finally, if Y is a class then the class L n Y is defined to be the --class of all groups in which every finitely generated'subgroup is con- Theorem C to our Theorem we readily obtain Corollary 2 ff X is a subjunctive class then L n X = EX is an 1V-closed subjunctive class of the same type .
Remark that, as a consequence, we have just proved that if X is contained in U then U contains ]NX as well .
